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? interesting archergod: it's an open source project, just a matter of convenience for the users how to copy a text to clipboard
Myrtti, the reason i asked about the dv cam was because i was told a bit ago that the high end dv cam might be the one i needed.
but now i am reading about it and it seems that they all share that chip archergod, yes the nokia n900 will do the job
abhinavmehta you can type that, and you'll get your text appear on the clipboard archx: I meant in a script archergod, as i was
told it should work with a usb tether abhinavmehta you mean that in a shell? archx: yes.. in a shell script and then paste it in
somewhere abhinavmehta, "Copy To Clipboard" in your system context menu using logrotate, how can I get the filename of the
rotated log? abhinavmehta, in sh, you can use the "PASTE=" command archergod, here's a list of linux cameras Mr_Sonoma:
I'm not using xubuntu, using unity.. abhinavmehta,
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Dr.Fone - Data recovery. Recover deleted data from iOS/Android devices, iTunes/iCloud backup files and broken Android
devices. Starts with ... * Save, backup and restore data from Android devices. * Support Android devices starting from Android
2.3. * Restoring files, contacts, SMS, bookmarks, apps, etc. * Data saving from cloud files such as Google Drive, Dropbox and
Box. * Data recovery from iOS devices (iPhone, iPad) via iTunes. * Data recovery from iPhone, iPad, iPod via PhoneRescue
app. * Data recovery from iOS devices via the FoneLab app. fffad4f19a
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